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28 September 2018 

 

PV13 Drilling Update 

Central Petroleum Limited (“Company” or “Central”) as Operator and 100% owner of Palm 

Valley Gas Field, announces that the Palm Valley 13 well (“PV13”) has reached 1,845 metres 

Measured Depth (MD), and a 7" liner has been run and cemented in place with full cement 

returns. 

The tie back liner and downhole deployment valve (DDV) with control lines were then 

successfully installed. Current operations are to drill out the shoe track and drill 3m of new 

hole for formation integrity testing. The directional tools for the 6 ¼" hole will then be run in the 

well and drilling will continue with air mist. 

It is expected that the targeted Pacoota Sandstone will be intercepted next. PV13 is targeting 

a total depth of 3,471 metres MD with a true vertical depth (TVD) of 2,100 metres and a near 

horizontal (84.9 degrees) reservoir section of up to 1,570 metres MD. 

 
General Disclaimer and explanation of terms: 
This document may contain forward-looking statements. Forward looking statements are only predictions and are subject to risks, 
uncertainties and assumptions which may be outside the control of the Company and could cause actual results to differ materially 
from these statements. These risks, uncertainties and assumptions include (but are not limited to) funding, exploration, commodity 
prices, currency fluctuations, economic and financial market conditions in various countries and regions, environmental risks and 
legislative, fiscal or regulatory developments, political risks, project delay or advancement, approvals, cost estimates and other 
risk factors described from time to time in the Company's reports filed with the ASX. Actual values, results or events may be 
materially different to those expressed or implied in this document. Given these uncertainties, readers are cautioned not to place 
reliance on forward looking statements. Any forward looking statement in this document is valid only at the date of issue of this 
document. Subject to any continuing obligations under applicable law and the ASX Listing Rules, or any other Listing Rules or 
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